In this paper, a new search strategy based on a derived cumulative distribution function (cdj) is proposed. It is shown that incorporating detection ordering into the conventional K Best sphere decoding algorithm (SDA) offirs a systematic method for determining the numbers of required ML search layers. With the features, applying the proposed search strategy to conventional complex K-Best SDA, the decoder can achieve excellent performance, and it is well-suited to real-time MIMO OFDM systems.
INTRODUCTION
MIMO systems can adopt many signal detection schemes, including linear detection, successive interference cancellation (SIC), and maximum-likelihood (ML) detection. Linear detection and SIC scheme are both easy to implement, but their detection performance is not optimal. ML detection is the optimal detection scheme, but its complexity grows exponentially with the size of the transmitted symbol alphabet and the number of transmit antennas. To reduce the complexity of ML detection, the sphere decoding algorithm (SDA) has been introduced to achieve the same performance as ML detection with reduced complexity [1]- [3] .
The basic idea of the SDA is to locate the lattice point nearest to the received signal vector within a given sphere radius. In doing so, the SDA transforms an original problem into a tree search problem. Some candidate enumeration strategies were proposed in [1]- [3] . The FP-SDA [1], [2] sets the radius as a scaled variance of the noise. If no lattice point satisfies the radius constraint, the algorithm increases the search radius and restarts the search. The SE-SDA [3] is a variant of the FP-SDA. It shows that enumerating candidate symbols in ascending order based on their distance from the Babai estimate [4] speeds up the tree search. However, the conventional SDA is still too complex in the low SNR regime and its decoding throughput is not stable in general. Hence, it is not desirable for real time detection and hardware implementation.
To overcome the drawbacks of the conventional SDA, the K-Best SDA was introduced in [5] - [6] . The K-Best SDA uses a breadth-first search and keeps the K-Best candidates of each layer for the search of the next layer. Briefly, the main idea of the K-Best SDA is to keep only K candidates which have the smallest path weights as the most promising solutions. Hence, the decoding throughput of the K-Best SDA is stable. Unfortunately, the value of K must be large enough to achieve near-ML performance.
To solve this performance problem, the method presented in [7] always conducts the ML search in several preceding search 978-1-4244-7371-7/10/$26.00 ©201O IEEE layers, where ML search refers to an exhaustive search at a certain layer. In general, it is not necessary to perform the ML search especially when the channel condition is good. The method proposed in [8] chooses the optimal K dynamically according to the channel condition. Based on this concept, an approximated algorithm [9] is proposed to estimate channel conditions more efficiently. Nevertheless, these methods require complicated procedures and some extra computations. To the best of our knowledge, there is no efficient mechanism for deciding how many layers to apply the ML search or when to perform the ML search under various K values and antenna numbers.
In this paper, we address the performance issue, a new search strategy that incorporates the ML search in the preceding layers under poor channel conditions improves the performance of the K-Best SDA even when the value of K is small. A judicious criterion is proposed that determines fewer ML search layers than previous studies [7] . Applying the proposed search strategy to conventional complex K-Best SDA, the decoder can achieve excellent performance, lower complexity, and is well suited to real-time applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the signal model and complex K-Best SDA. Section 3 examines the preprocessing unit and proposes a new search strategy. Section 4 gives the simulation results to demonstrate the advantages of the search strategy. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. where n E eMX I is the Li.d. complex additive white Gaussian noise vector with zero-mean and covariance matrix (T2I M .
It is well known that the optimal detector for the MIMO systems is the ML detector, which searches all possible combinations of transmitted symbols via the following criterion [2] :
where S = O N denotes the set of all possible transmitted symbol vectors and 0 is the modulation symbol alphabet set.
The complexity of ML detection grows exponentially with N .
Therefore, it is difficult to be implemented in practice.
The basic idea of the SDA is to restrict the search region of the optimal solution to a smaller subset. Typically, the search region is constrained to the interior of a hyper-sphere of radius d centered around the received signal y as described by [2] d 2 ;::: lly -Hx11 2 .
First, performing complex QR-decomposition to the channel matrix H produces where V;' = ( y; -t 1i, jXj ) ( • Define the path weight F!e j=i + l I" and the branch weight B k of the kth layer as
P" = P,, + i + B k , for 1:::; k :::; N'
The path weight F!e is the partial Euclidean distance sum of the total distance which is a positive and non-decreasing function of k. The iterative search for the candidates X N ,X N_I ,OO',X 2 ,X I can easily be transformed into a tree search problem [2] . The decoding process of the K-Best SDA can be regarded as descending a tree in which each parent node has Me branches, where Me is the size of the transmitted symbol alphabet. Briefly, the main idea of the K-Best SDA is to keep only the K candidates with the smallest path weights as the most promising solutions. The procedure of the K-Best SDA can be found in [5] .
PROPOSED SEARCH STRATEGY FOR NEAR ML PERFORMANCE
One way to reduce the complexity of the conventional K-Best SDA is to choose a smaller number of survival nodes in each layer. However, this can cause performance degradation in terms of error rate. Instead of choosing a sufficiently large K to achieve near-ML performance, this paper proposes a new search strategy. The proposed search strategy preserves all candidate symbols and performs the ML search in the preceding layers when dealing with poor channel conditions. Only K candidates are kept for the remaining lower layers. The following sections show how to determine the number of layers performing the ML search.
1. Preprocessing with Column Permutation
The channel matrix can be preprocessed with various techniques to reduce the complexity of candidate search or improve the performance of the K-Best SDA. Many preprocessing techniques can be used for this purpose, including column permutation [4] , lattice reduction and scaling. This paper uses column permutation of the channel matrix, in which the permutation order is determined according to the column norms of the channel matrix in ascending order. Given the QR decomposition Comparing (9)- (11) with the results of [4] , the ordering mechanism increases E [1i� i 1 in the preceding layers, producing two main benefits. First, for a fixed K in the K-Best SDA, increasing E [1i� i 1 in the preceding layers reduces the effective search range of the candidates. This in tum reduces the probability of the ML solution being dropped in the preceding layers. Another benefit is that it constrains the growth of the tree and hence reduces search complexity.
Proposed Search Strategy
For the Nth layer search, the candidate symbols should satisfy the following search constraint according to (6) : (12) Clearly, lj r N , N will enlarge the constraint region when r N , N is smaller than 1. In this case, the probability of the ML solution being dropped will increase when we keep only K nodes at the Nth layer. To avoid performance degradation, conducting the ML search in the preceding layers [10] is one of the numerous approaches that are usually adopted. To further reduce computational complexity, we propose to perform the ML search in the ith layer only when any 'ri , i , where N -L ML + 1 :::: : i :::: : N , is smaller than a given threshold T,., where L ML represents the number of layers performing the ML search and the threshold Tr will be decided later. This proposed search strategy is named as conditional-ML (CML) search. Hence, the number of layers performing the ML search depends on the distribution of 'ri�i • Based on the derived results in (9)-(11), we can systematically determine the number of layers performing the ML search under different M and N. The proposed algorithm only keeps the K constellation symbols that are nearest to Y� ; hence, the value of I IY� -xNI 1 2 has a limited range. From the previous argument and (13), it is straightforward to see that the threshold Tr can be chosen based on the following criterion:
where D K denote the distances from the Kth nearest constellation symbols to Y� respectively. E [ (d't l is the expected value taken with respect to the channel statistics. It is used in place of (d' t because d' is typically a random variable depending on the channel condition and SNR [2] , [4] .
By using (14), when the K nearest constellation symbols do not cover all the symbols inside the circle with a radius of E [ ( d' t l X , the ML search can be activated to retain all valid symbols. However, this will incur complexity increase because the probability of performing the ML search increases. The threshold Tr thus acts as a trade-off parameter between complexity and performance. Since E [ (d' )2 ] varies with SNR, we can choose E [ (d' )2 ] corresponding to the SNR at which the symbol error rate of the conventional K-Best SDA deviates from that of the ML detector by a certain normalized amount 8 . This ensures that the performance of the proposed K-Best SDA can be made close to ML detection.
When applying the criterion in (14) to the (N -1) th layer and below, the obtained threshold is sure to be smaller than the threshold of the Nth layer because the distance contributed by the Nth layer is a positive value. Thus, we can apply the threshold of the Nth layer to other layers. In summary, the proposed CML search strategy only needs to check whether the values of 'ri , ; , that are already available from the QR decomposition, are smaller than T,.. It is not necessary to design any extra circuits to estimate the channel conditions for adjusting Kas in [8] .
By this proposed criterion in (14), the system performance is obviously insensitive to the choice of K. The is in contrast to the conventional K-Best SDA, in which the value of K must be large enough, usually close to constellation size Me' to archive near-ML performance. Using the proposed criterion with the self-adjustment mechanism, the modified K-Best SDA can choose a smaller K, even a half of Me , to archive near-ML performance. When a smaller value of K value is chosen, the ML search will be activated more frequently trying to retain the possible ML solution such that the decoding performance would be nearly close to the ML detection.
The overall complexity of the complex K-Best SDA incorporating with the proposed strategy can be predicted based on the complexity of the adopted sorting architecture, CML search procedure, choice of the value of K, and the activation probability of the ML search. Consequently, the decoder can achieve near-ML performance under the given complexity constraint without requiring a large value of K.
COMPUTER SIMULATION
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed CML strategy by comparing the performance of the complex K Best SDA, which is mentioned in Section 2, with various configurations. We set d' as the distance between the Babai estimate and the received signal [2] and E [ (d' )2 ] is then obtained in advance for each SNR as the average from 10 5 independent trials.
An extreme value of K = 4 is chosen for the complex K Best SDA incorporating CML. Note that K = 4 is in general the maximal acceptable value for a MIMO-OFDM system, where the ML solution needs to be obtained for each sub-carrier. The normalized deviation of SER is set as 8 = 15%, the threshold Tr is set as 0.42 according to (19) , and the corresponding probability of performing the ML search is 9.08%, according to (14)-(16). On the other hand, the K values of the conventional complex K-Best SDA without CML are chosen as K = 4, 8, 12 for 4x4 16-QAM, and K = 4, 12, 24 for 64-QAM, respectively, to illustrate the performance difference. Figs. 2(a) , (b) show the 4 x 4 16-QAM and 64-QAM simulations of SER respectively. From the results, the complex K-Best SDA incorporating CML can significantly improve the decoding performance with a small K value. The reason is that the proposed CML strategy keeps all possible candidates in the first search layer when the channel is in a poor condition, significantly reducing the probability of the ML solution being dropped. The conventional complex K-Best SDA needs to choose K = 12 and 24 respectively to achieve the similar performance. Such high K configurations will inevitably increase the computational complexity, decoding latency and infeasibility for practical MIMO-OFDM systems. For demonstration, we also include the cases of K = 8 and K = 12 for the complex K-Best SDA incorporating CML for 16-QAM and 64-QAM respectively. It is evident that both can achieve nearly the same performance as the ML detector.
From the algebra viewpoint, the value of ro,i,i does not directly reflect the channel condition in all cases. However, the proposed criterion helps the decoder successfully produce a near ML solution when a bad channel is encountered, without always performing the ML search in the preceding layers. Obviously, this systematic approach requires fewer ML search layers than previous methods [7] . The simulation results confirm that the proposed criterion has excellent performance. It is also worth noting that the performance of the proposed strategy is close to ML solution.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a judicious criterion is proposed accordingly to determine when to activate the ML search. Simulation results show that the proposed SDA effectively reduces the complexity of the conventional complex K-Best SDA while offering superior SER performance at the high SNR regime. Its decoding performance is close to the ML performance even when the chosen value of K is small. 
